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ABSTRACT

An empirical study comparing univariate, bivariate and trivariate stratification
is presented for a multipurpose survey. Results indicated that substantial
variance reductions can be produced by using multivariate rather than
univariate stratification.
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SUHMARY

Analysis of the 1978 Farm Production Expenditure Survey (FPES) data

showed that multivariate stratification can provide substantial gains in

efficiency over univariate stratification for a multipurpose survey. In

almost all instances. bivaEiate stratification was superior to univariate

stratification. In all instances, trivariate stratification was more

efficient than univariate stratification. Trivariate stratification was

superior to bivariate stratification in most instances. Analysis also

showed that for multivariate stratification more strata are needed than

is generally considered sufficient for univariate stratification.

INTRODUCTION

As the List Sampling Frame System comes into existence for ESCS. the

potential use of multipurpose surveys needs exploration. The List Sampling

Frame provides ESCS with the capability of combining several single-purpose

surveys into one survey to obtain information on a variety of agricultural

characteristics such as crop acreages, livestock inventories and farm

production expenditures. Combining single-purpose surveys into a multipurpose

survey would reduce respondent contacts. decrease survey costs and lighten

office workload. One example of a multipurpose survey is the Probability

Crop and Livestock Survey being initiated in the North Carolina SSO to

provide county estimates for crop acreages and livestock inventories.

In order to obtain reliable estimates for many of the survey items in a

multipurpose survey. the technique of multivariate stratification needs

investigation. Traditionally. stratification is done with one variable

that is related to a few of the survey items. However. for a multipurpose
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survey it is unlikely that stratification by a single variable would provide

reliable estimates for thlc variety of agricultural items being estimated.

For example, stratification by land in farm may be beneficial for estimating

acreages for major crops, but is not as useful for estimating livestock

inventories. Therefore, a stratification design based on more than one

variable may be more dppn'priate for a mul tipurposL~ survey.

Several approache;- have been suggested for cOlIlbLning several variables

available for stratification. These include cluster analysis, principal

components analysis and cross-classification of vari1bles .• Cluster analysis

is not a realistic approach to stratifying the List Sampling Frame because

clustering algorithms art much too expensive on Lil~', data sets. Earlier

work by Kish and Ander;,''!' [3] with trivariate nc'rmal distributions and with

three empirical studie,. "lowed that cross-classifi( at. lon of stratifiers usually

produced grea ter variaw " reduc tions than prine ipa] ~:omponents analysis.

Therefore, the cro[s-( J ,,:.' if ication approach to mill t Lvariate stratification

was selected as the..!l'!;]· "ch to be a:l.:Jl::'c'd in Lh~~; t'eport.

The purpose o' t!: .., leport was to investigdTt· the benefits of multjvariate

stratification in a sun'". :,roviding 1.r:formaLicl1 HI I rop acreages, livestock

inventories and fan:' .; ',", tiun (·xpenditures. Th<.:~"~'Jdies by Kish and

Anderslm [3] mentiune,1 ,,', "iously ane; research hv Thumsen [4] with normal,

rectangular and exponl>ntLt1 disrrihutL'l1s have sho\o111that the benefits from

using multivariate st"ilt II ication rather than univariate stratification were

generally nontrivial.
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DATA SOURCE

Data from the 1978 FPES conducted by ESCS was used to evaluate the

usefulness of multivariate stratification. FPES data was chosen because it

provided information on a variety of agricultural items (crop acreages,

livestock inventories and farm production expenditures). Five states were

included in the study. Th~y were Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri and

Wisconsin. Farm operations with 100 to 500 total harvested acres or 50 to 500

hogs or 50 to 500 cattle were used in the analysis. For this data set, the

five-state avera~e number of total harvested acres, hogs and cattle was

289 acres, 127 hogs and 82 cattle.

The number of farm operations in the data set was 616. Fourteen of

these operations did not have any harvested acreage, 354 had no hogs and 186

did no~ have any cattle. Of the 616 operations, 427 were resident farm

operators from 225 segments from the economic area frame. The remaining 189

operations were selected from a list of large livestock operators maintained

in each of the five SSO's and from the 1975 Social Security list of agricultural

employees.

SURVEY ITEMS

Fourteen survey items from the 1978 FPES were included in the analysis.

These items were selected so that data on three categories (crop acreages,

livestock inventories and farm production expenditures) was available for

analysis. The survey items for each of these categories along with the

abbreviation for the survey items and categories that will be used at times

in this report were:
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CROP ACREAGES (ACREAGES):

Corn harvested for grain (CORN)

Small grains harvested for grain (SMGRAIN)

Soybeans harvested for beans (SBL\NS)

Hay harvested (HAY)

Total harvested acres (HARVACRE): includes 'all' crops harvested during 1978.

LIVESTOCK INVENTORIES (L:VESTOCK):

Inventory of cattl~ and calves (CATTLE)

Cattle and calves on feed for slaughter (COF)

Inventory of hogs and pigs (HOGS)

FARl'1PRODUCTIONEXPEN])[Xl'l~ES (EXPENSES):

Seed and plant exp'~nSt;S (SPEX)

Fertilizer, lime dJlt! ~;()il conditi.)ner expt'r~s,-c; I1'LCEX)

Agricultural chemi,a, expenses (CHENEX)

Expenses for livesto. k and poul try purchast'd (U'EX)

Feed expenditures :fLlillEX)

Wages and con t r d, ' \) r cas ls (WAGES)

STRATIFICATIOT;

Three variables ",t·r· "!lOsen as str.ll lfi .. iJt I')'J ',.!! 19.blcs. They were total

harvested acreage, h('I~ i :·.Tlltory dud cat tIe iU\t.·llL.·! .. Harvested acreage was

selected because it ,:,1' 'Ill that this varia~cll .•.,,; ~ i not only be beneficial

for reducing the VarL\dc'~ 01 crop d' rt',Jge., thiiL "", I." correlated with harvested

acreage but also fe.I' J c.iI';' 1 Lng tilt.' varL" . t:'S of fan. f·roduction expenditures

related to harvested iler·.·. t;e such tic, tertilizc'r eXl'l"l~,;es. Land in farm and

cropland acreage were;', considered in lieu of hell \·i.'sted acreage because

neither variable was available from the 1978 FPES. Hog and cattle inventories

were each chosen as s t I <J t if iers because of the impc'T tance of reducing the

variances of }ivestodi Ilt·lIlt,:. III adclition. thesE' livestock variables may be
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useful in estimating more reliably farm production expenditures related to

cattle or hog inventory such as feed expenses.

To test the usefulness of stratifying with more than one variable ~ the

variances of the fourteen survey items were computed when stratified by

harvested acreage~ hogs and cattle individually and compared with the

variances generated from the three bivariate stratifiers (harvested acreage

and hogs, harvested acreage and cattle, hogs and cattle) and the trivariate

stratifier (harvested acre~ge and cattle and hogs) using various numbers of

strata.

It must be pointed out that for each of ~he three stratification

variables the 1978 FPES data was used to construct the strata boundaries

rather than control data from a previous FPES or other sources. That is,

the 1978 FPES data for total harvested acreage, hog and cattle inventories

was used not only to construc~ the strata but also as three of the fourteen

survey items to be analyzed. Therefore, the variances of survey items will

be lower than the variances would have been if stratification was done using

historic data. However, this fact should not affect the comparisons between

multivariate and univariate stratification in this report.

The cum If: rule was used to construct the strata boundaries for total

harvested acreage~ hogs and cattle. Cochran has shown that this rule works

well for theoretical and actual distributions [1]. Tortora, Rockwell and

Ciancio [5] have shown that the cum I~ rule performs as well as or better

than other stratification rules when stratifying the ESCS area frame. For

multivariate designs, the cum If rule was used separately for each

stratification variable involved as has been done in research by Kish and

Anderson [3] and Thomsen [4]. For example~ if four hog by cattle strata

were desired (two hog strata by two cattle strata), the c~ ~ rule was

used to generate two hog strata (0 to 195 hogs and more than 195 hogs) and

two cattle strata (0 to 105 cattle and more than 105 cattle). The four

hog by cattle strata (2x2) would then be:
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(1) 0-195 hogs and 0-105 cattle

(2) 0-195 hogs and > 105 cattle

(3) > 195 hogs and (i-105 cattle

(4) > 195 hogs and > 105 cattlt:

As many as 20 strata were constructed. Thi~ fad \' appear to be a large

number of strata since tlo, literature shows that fl:'latively small gains in

variance reduction are generally produced for more than six to eight strata

unless the correlation bl tween the survey item and stratification variable

is very high, which is rarely the case [2]. It must be kept in mind that

this rule of thumb peruulls only to univariate str,lt J t ication. When stratifying

with two or more variahl,~~" variance reduction~ might not be small when

using more than six to eif;ht str~ta. A maximum of 20 strata was decided upon

for comparisons betweel' multivariate and univdl1,H,':,lratification designs in

order to reduce computer expenses,

The numbers of stra~il used for each of thl::' Uill\,iriate stratifiers were

4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,lh~1(, and 20. These 11 stratii cumbers were selected

because they conveniE:']; t, t,' a 11owed tl1T dna 1vtj,' ,:,:ml,ar j sons with the fol10,,-'ing

designs for each of thl' three bivariilte str3.tific~-::' 2x2, 2xl, 3x2, 2x4, 4x2,

3x3, 2x5, Sx2, 2x6, 3'n~ ',x3, 6x2, :~J<.:, 7x", 3:,'J" " 2x8, 4x4, 8x2, 2x9, 3x6,

6x3, 9x2, 2xlO, 4x5. '-,;(:.j ;,yld lOx'! ilnd tilE folle,wlr1/-, dpstgns for the trivariate

stratifier: 2x2x2, 2:<,:)\ \ 2x3x.' , 3x:'x.2, 2xLx4, .Ix',:,',!, 4x2x2, 2x3x3, 3x2x3,

3x3x2, 2x2xS, 2x5x2 all'! " 'J 'J)X_XL. •

UNIVARIATE A,~ALY::.,l~,

Shown in Table 1 [s ! he correlation cot'ff i~i,,~lIt between each of the three

stratification variables und the fourteen survey items. For each survey item,

the largest correlation coefficient is boxed off. In three instances the

correlation coefficient was 1.000 since the stratIfication variable was also

the survey item, as ment,[)ned earlier.
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Table 1: Correlation Coefficient Between Each Stratification Variable and
Survey Item •.!.!

..
Survey Stratification Variable

HarvestedItem Acreage Ca ttle Hogs

ACREAGES:
HARVACRE 11.0001 .255 .171
CORN . I .7761 .181 .263
SMGRAIN I .3581 .106 -.017 NS
SBEANS ell] -.063 NS .102
HAY .213 Cl]lI -.074 NS

LIVESTOCK:
CATTLE .255 11.0001 .026 NS
COF .251 I .6631 .083
HOGS .171 •026 NS (1.0001

EXPENSES:
SPEX ~ .5741 .195 .125
FLCEX I .727) .318 .263
CHEMEX j:6241 .154 .210
LPEX .303 L·6411 .140
FEEDEX .115 .346 Cill
WAGES 1·2501_ .176 .112

1/ NS denotes that the correlation coefiicient was not significantly different
from zero.

Inspection of the variance of each of the fourteen survey items when

stratified by either harvested acres, hogs or cattle for the 11 distinct

numbers of strata yielded the following three results: (1) The variances for.

total harvested acreage. acres of corn. small grains and soybeans. seed and

plant costs. fertilizer, lime and soil conditioner expenses, chemical costs

and expenses for wages and contract labor were smallest when the univariate

stratifier was harvested acres. (2) With cattle as the stratification
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variable, the variances for cattle inventory. cattle on feed. hay acreage

and expenditures for livestock and poul try purchase(; were smallest.

(3) Variances for hog tnventory and feed expense" ,.-TE' smallest when hog

inventory was the univariate stratifier. Theref(ne" as expected, no Q,"1e

stratification varia~'lt' ;'!"ovided the smallel:it va;i)"ce for all of the

fourteen survey items, In Table 2 the variance .-d tedch survey item is given

for each stratificatic" variaLlE: WhCll there werE' t'~,r strata. The magnitude

of the variance of eeL II ,outvey item for each strdt i i lE'r can be seen from

this table. For ea..::; ~H:)Vey item the smallest vcr lance is boxed off.

Notice that the strat f fj pr genera t fng thE' smaIIE'"l JaT lance for each survey

item in Table 2 alsoil' tLe largE'st correla::i"fI ,,,,'fficient with th2t

survey item in Table 1.

Table 2: The Varian(~ l"[ Each Sun'(',' Jtem for E<hh'~tratifier When There Were
Four Strata.

Survey -+
_It_em, ..

ACREAGES:

---------._------- -- ._ ..-._'--------------~

Hogs

HA..'RV A.CRE

CORN

SMGRAIN
SBEANS
HAY

LIVESTOCK:

CATTLE

COF

HOGS

L[? .-7~~i~.
1-9;6~}]
[ 3~illI
fla.8tJ

3,993

17,153

8,69'1
77.76/ .•

, .) l-t

1 j't)_ill
L ~:~Xill
bJ ,691

61.165
16.493

3,765
14,808

4,157

18,426
9,069

120,6571
EXPENSES:

SPEX
FLCEX

CHEMEX

LPEX
FEEDEX

[[:,,399,5811
[J:3 I 590,8521
[-7 , 45 3, 28 3,

;' ," : ij ,308,258
1, 11~),:'15,329

~ __ W_A_GE_S 1,__,,_Ui~l,~~~_£_~,

J':'.8h',,19l

46.6,~7.620
9,41.,1,527

f2:'2()7-~I~T~~701
l,ll1,O~i4.846

11)8,0·:, " , 229
h rr-_-----.--u--- ---

15.453,084
49.908,889

9,435,497
2.838,839,529

r1,055,564, 23!J
173,850,840



If one of the three stratifiers reliably estimated all the important

survey items and imprecise estimates could be tolerated for the remaining

survey items. a single stratifier would suffice. Unfortunately. this ls

not the case when dealing with survey items such as soybean acreage. cattle

and hog inventories, which are all very important survey items but each

cannot be reliably estimated with only one stratifier due to the small

correlations between at least one of these survey items and any single

stratification variable. (See Table 1). Therefore, for a multipurpose

survey it may be more desirable to stratify with several variables in

order to satisfactorily estimate the important survey items. The merits

of multivariate stratification will be examined in the following sections.

MULTIVARIATE MEASURE OF EFFICACY

To compare multivariate and univariate stratification, a multivariate

measure of efficacy was computed. This measure compares the variances of

the survey items between the univariate and multivariate stratifiers when

the same number of strata is used. For example, a multivariate measure

of efficacy was computed to compare the variances of the fourteen survey

items when eight strata were created with cattle as the univariate stratifier

and when four cattle strata crossed with two hog strata (4x2) were created

as the bivariate stratifier. No comparison between multivariate and univariate

stratifiers was done when the number of strata was not the same. The form

of the multivariate measure of efficacy is [3]:

EP
r I V Iv= & & pg 0&
r I VI Iv& & g og

where

E - multivariate measure of efficacy for p stratification variablesp

V - variance of the th survey item using p stratifierspg g

Vlg - variance of the th survey item using one stratifierg
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th
V - variance of the g survey item if no strRtification was used

og

I
g

relative importance or importance index of

where E I '" 1g g

th
the g survey item

A multivariate measu'-p of efficacy, E , equrl; 'I' one means that there
- p

is no advantage to uc.,il:g TIultivariate stratlfi,:at~.!'l:.

one, the univariate stratHier is prl'ferred. Finally,

one, multivariate stratification is more efficier;L.

If E is greater than
p

if E is less than
p

Since there were fo,lrteen survey items, an imjlllrtance index, I , had
g

to be assigned to each :-:'l,'vey item in order tn \1;,,' tL", multivariate measure

of efficacy. If there ar. n survey items and each is considered of equal

importance to the data u;;c'rs. then! '" l/n,
g

If trH: 11 survey items are not

of equal importance t,-, ttl':' data users, e. g. if hog inventory is more important

than feed expenses, then :.mequal indices would be ill :!h more appealing.

unequal and equal ind.,_'_'·· '.;ere eX;j',,;ned. The ,JPi n ,I,l taken to assign

unequal indices to th' :::lfvey iten,s l~'i11 no'".; :)'. JiC" u'osed,

The unequal imi'" r r iJ; e indices were assi gned 'l.~ two-step process.

Both

First, weights adding ~.' 'ne werlc' 'It:.c;lgIIL·j tn "w r'!e\' i terns in each of the

expenditures) and tilt· categuri, ,; werc' -'I",..,i/,1 ,.,' •...~ights adding to one.

Data from the ll):'1 ':irm Income' ';Lutisticc. BLl;, i ill published in Septemher

of 1978 was used to a::o;,;1 weight.'; tu !-la' sUlv.\i>i:1S in each category.

The five-state total Vd J ,~,; of corn, soybeanc., ,;nil' grains and hay were

used to determine eael, r 'p's importance. TClt,J1 h,Jlvested acreage was

subjectively assigned a .•...eight equal to the most impc;rtant crop in the five

states because it was felt that assigning a weight to harvested acreage

based on the five-state t)tal crop value would tw rd1ecting too much

importance for harvested lcreage. The five-st att' t llt.al value was also used
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to determine the weight for hogs, cattle and cattle on feed. Finally, the

five-state total farm production expenditures for each of the six expenditure

survey items were used to assign weights to the expenditures. The fourteen

weights were rounded to the nearest five percent whenever possible. The

weights for the survey items within each of the three categories were:

ACREAGES LIVESTOCK EXPENSES
HARVACRE: .30 HOGS .50 FEEDEX: .35
CORN .30 CATTLE: .40 FLCEX .20
SBEANS .30 COF .10 FPEX .20
SMGRAIN .08 SPEX .10
HAY .02 WAGES .10

CHEMEX: .05

Next, each of the three categories was assigned a weight. In order

to examine the sensitivity of the multivariate measure of efficacy when

several reasonable weights were applied to the three categories, the following

four methods of weighting the three categories were analyzed:

th4 the importance index, I , for the g surveyg

item was the weight assigned to the survey item within its category multiplied

Method 1: ACREAGES : 1/3 1
LIVESTOCK: 1/3 \

EXPENSES 1/3 I
Method 2: ACREAGES .40 \

LIVESTOCK: .40 I
EXPENSE:, I•20)

Method 3: ACREAGES l.45 ~
LIVESTOCK: .35 i

I

EXPENSES .20 I

Method 4: ACREAGES • 351,
ILIVESTOCK: .45 \
I

EXPENSES .20:
)

Thus, for methods 1 through

Each category was considered to be of equal
importance to the data users.

Acreage and livestock data were of equal
importance and each was twice as important to
the d~ta users than expenditure information .

Acreage estimates were of most value to the
tlsers, then livestock estimates, then
expenditure estimates .

The data users considered livestock estimates
to be most important, then acreages, then
expenditures.

by the weight assigned to the category.
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Finally, a fifth method was analyzed that gave equal weight to each of

the survey items. Since there were fourteen survey items, each index, I ,
g

was 1/14. Method 5 did not utilize the data from the 1977 Farm Income

Statistics Bulletin as did Methods 1 through 4. Method 5 was the least

desirable of the methods described because in reality the importance of the

survey items generally is not the same to the data users. The fifth method

was included for completeness. Since there were five acreage survey items,

three livestock survey items and six expenditure survey items, method 5,

in effect, assigned a weight of 5/14 to crop acreages, 3/14 to livestock

inventories and 6/14 to farm production expenditures.

Notice that in none of the five methods was one category given most of

the weight, e.g. a weight of .9 to acreages. The reason this was not done

was that it was assumed in this study that most of the importance was not

limited to one categor.r 3'lCh as crop acreages. Fl" if this was the case

(an index of .9 to acreag,'s), it wadel be of1:tt1" value, if any, to also

stratify by a variable gili'h as hog or cattle iIlVl'ltlrv that is poorly

correlated with acreage items.

BIVARIATE ANALYSIS

The analysis comp3ri'lg the various bivariaU' al~d univariate stratifiers

is summarized in Tables A' I through A-·6 in the APPEl-DIX. Presented in the

tables is the bivariate measure of efficiacy, £2' fer each of the five

methods of weighting the survey items for eacll of the stratification schemes.

For example, the number .949 in Table A-I for method 4 and design 3x2 refers

to the bivariate measure of efficacy between the univariate design stratified

by harvested acres with six strata and the bivariate design stratified by

three strata of harvesteJ acres and two strata of cattle.
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Inspection of Tables A-I through A-6 shows that E2 was always less than

one for methods 1, 2 and 4. E2 was less than one in 158 of 162 instances

for method 3. In 141 of 162 instances, E2 was less than one for methoC 5,

which as mentioned earlier was the least appealing weighting method. Therefore,

bivariate stratification was almost always more efficient than univariate

stratification.

The greatest gains in variance reductions occurred when there were

20 strata. For methods 1 through 4 the following bivariate designs were the

most efficient compared to the univariate designs: 5 harvested acres x 4

cattle strata, 5 harvested acres x 4 hog strata and 5 hog x 4 cattle strata.

When these designs were compared to the corresponding univariate stratifiers

with twenty strata the bivariate measure of efficacy averaged about .82.

This represents an overall reduction in the variances and standard deviations

for the' fourteen survey items of about 18 and 10 percent, respectively.

For method 5 neither th~ 5x4 nor 10x2 design was consistently superior

when there were 20 strata. Comparison of each best bivariate design to

the univariate design with 20 strata yielded an average bivariate measure of

efficacy of about .87 or an overall reduction in variances and standard

deviations of about 13 and 7 pprcent, respectively.

Bivariate measures of efficacy were only computed for as many as

20 strata. If variance reductions are negligible for more than 20 strata

when using a single stratlfier and if variance reductions are not negligible
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when using two stratifiers, greater gains in variance reductions than have

been shown with 20 or less strata w0uld be realize,] if more than 20 strata
.;

were used. This hypot hes b will no•..' be examinl'd.

It was mentioned earlier thdt f~[ univariat,~ stratification gains in

efficiency were generally small for more than :-;Lx!, dght strata, but that

this rule of thumb dLl r:nt"necessarJ 1:" apply to muLlivariate stratification.

In Table 3 the validi':: ,)f this statement is che,k,L. by comparing the overall

reduction in variances wh,-~ngoing from 8 to 20 str tf n. Given in this table

for the univariate and bivariate str<J.tifiers i:, t h,- yllantity, I - 520/SS'

where C'oJi
g=1

v Iv
g pg °h

and i I: the ,'u;n,Jer of f,tlata.

When two stratifiers .'--' 1.n vu 1',/t- d, ~ 1'1 t' ,,1;) oj , t.' !". l designs with 8 and 20

Table 3: The Quant it. '

fur Each ~kl):

n S Is •. , fc',. thE. t:Tl; ,'!1 •
20 "

}f Welglltlng.
and Bivariate Stratifiers

j ~·t~~~;If'~,d li o;~-_· -. ,

YCl,r_i.a_~lt-(s) __

HARVACRE
CATTLE
HOeS
HARVACRE x CXnLI::

HARVACRE x HOGS

HOGS x CATTlE

(j34

, 1 Y

,()':!b

u93

-r
I
t
I
i
I

I
I

.0 Ii

· (; 3 (,

·()')li

.111

.114

· IuS

-,.'jl _-~~fl0_d_~ Me~hod

/, .031 .013
.040 .026

I .054 .023
II .131 .106

I .115 .055

._..l_.__ ._1_1_S ._0_5_0_~
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Referring to Table 3, variance reductions averaged less than four percent

going from 8 to 20 strata when stratification was done with one variable,

but averaged more than 10 percent when stratification involved two variables.

This finding supports the statement made earlier that for multivariate

stratification more than six to eight strata may be necessary.

Further analysis of each univariate stratifier showed that variance

reductions were nill when more than 20 strata were used. If variance

reductions are substantial using bivariate stratification with more than 20

strata, gains in efficiency from bivariate stratification will be substantial

for more than 20 strata since variance reductions for univariate stratification

were nill for more than 20 strata.

In order to reduce computer expense~ it was decided to select one of the

three bivariate stratifiers for further analysis. The selection criterion was

to choose the bivariate stratifier that generally had the smallest value for

the quantity, L I V~ Iv ,for the best design when there were 20 strata.
g g ~g og

This quantity is shown for each method in Table 4. The stratifiers, harvested

acres and hogs, generally had the smallest values for this quantity. Only for

method 5, the least appealing weighting method, was another set of stratifiers

clearly superior. Therefore, the hivariate stratifiers, harvested acres and

hogs, were selected.

Table 4: The Quantity, L I V2 Iv ,for Each of the Three Bivariate
g g g og

Stratifiers for the Best Desig~ When There Were 20 Strata

Stratification
StrataT~Sign

Method Hethod Method Method Method
Variables 1 2 3 4 5
HARVACRE x CATTLE 20 )x4 .629 I .599 .587 .611 .661
HARVACRE x HOGS 20 5x4 .623 .585 .579 .592 .709
HOGS x CATTLE 20 5x4 .650 I .621 .650 .591 .742

- 15 -



Inspection of Tables A-2 and A-S in the APPE~DIX illustrates that it was

better to have more strata for harvested acreage thdn hogs, but not necessarily

many more, e.g. 6x3 performed better than 9x2 and 5x{j performed better than

lOx2. Therefore, to determine if more than 20 strata might be useful for

bivariate stratification the quantity, L I V2 Iv ,was generated for strata
g g g ug

numbers between 20 and JOG, inclusive, when the number of strata for harvested

acres was greater than or equal to the number of strata for hogs, but not more

than three times great .:1. The maximum number of st rata for harvested acreage

was set at 10. A linlit: of 100 strata was imposed for analysis because there

were only 616 observations in the data set.

The value of thE quantity, L I V') /V ,[OJ e,ch design and method of
g g •..g og

weighting is shown in Tat'le A-7 in the APPENDIX. N"tice that this quantity

has not approached an asymptotic value for any of the methods even when as many

as 100 strata were analyzed. It should be kept ill l'lindthat the stratification

was based on 1978 FPES cdta rather than control d~tl from a previous FPES or

other sources. ThrnfoT', the ('on'c'ldtL\ns of : 0, \, ',f the two variables with

the survey items were hifher than they would bc' i f~ht· control data for

stratification purpOSt':~r·une from historic data.il;ls fact may be causing the

quantity in Table A-7 1IC" to stabilize as quickly 0<' it would had historic data

been used for stratificAt ion. A determinatic·n i'f ILI\-l many strata would be

sufficient for bivariat~ s:ratification was not doni' using this data set. This

was not done because in reality contr01 data for stratification comes from

previous surveys and/or uther sources such as :ritelia letters rather than the

current survey as was done in this analysis. Therefore, the resulting number

of strata needed for bivariate stratification would not have been realistic.

Table A-7 was generated to illustrate that for bivariate stratification it may

be justifiable to use mul'llmore than 20 strata sinn reductions in the variances

may still be substantial.
- 16 -



The approximate asymptotic value of L I VI Iv was determined wheng g g og
harvested acreage was the univariate stratifier and then when hogs was the

univariate stratifier. These asymptotic values were then used to compute

the bivariate measure of efficacy when there were 20 and 100 etrata to

see if the overall reduction in variances was substantial going from 20 to 100

strata. For the univariate stratifiers, Table 5 shows the overall reduction

in variances using 20 and lDO strata for each weighting method when the bivariate

stratifiers, harvested acres and hogs, were used rather than each of the

univariate stratifiers. For 20 strata, the best design was used to compute

the overall reduction in variances. The reductions are shown as a percentage

in the table.

Table 5: Overall Reduction in Variances When Bivariate Stratifiers Used
Rather than Univariate Stratifiers for 20 and 100 Strata.

Stratifier Strata Method Method Method Method Method
1 2 3 4 5
% % % % %

HOGS 20 20.2 22.7 25.5 19.7 20.7
100 36.5 40.2 42.4 38.0 32.0

HARVACRE 20 13.2 16.0 13_ 5 17.8 5.0
100 31.1 34.9 33.0 36.9 18.3------ --------~.

For methods 1 through 4. the average over:-allreductions in variances using

bivariate stratification rather than univariate stratification with hogs for

20 and 100 strata were about 22 and 39 percent, respectively. For method 5,

the overall reductions were about 21 and 32 percent for 20 and 100 strata,

respectively. When bivariate stratification was used rather than harvested

acres as the univariate stratifier the average overall reductions for 20 and

100 strata for methods 1 through 4 were about 15 and 34 percent, respectively.

- 17 -



For method 5. the overall reduction was 5 percent for 20 strata and about

18 percent for 100 strata. These findings illustrate that substantial gains

in variance reduction for bivariate stratification can be made as the number of

strata is increased well beyond 20. These findings are not intended to

imply that 100 strata should be used for bivariate stratification. The comparison

of variance reductions between 20 and 100 strata was done strictly for analytical

reasons.

TRIVARIATE ANALYSIS

The trivariate measure of efficacy, E3' for each design and weighting

method is shown in Tables A-B, A-9 and A-IO in the APPENDIX. In every instance,

the trivariate measure of efficacy was less than ont' • This means that

stratification based on the three variables was ah:ays more efficient than

stratification based on any single vi..lriable.

The best trivariate design with 20 strata was "l harvested acres x 2 hog x 2

cattle strata. For me:=hods 1 through 4 the aVf'rag,'EJ was about .76. This

represented an overall r0duction in variallces and ~I~ndard deviations of about

24 and 13 percent, res;Jf~ctively. For method 5 the ;Jverage EJ was higher at

about .83. Clearly, the gains using trivaria te ra ::''::1' than univariate

stratification were nontr~vial.

Comparison of the best bivariate and trivariatf' efficacy measures when

there were 20 strata dem"Ilstrated that for methods j through 4 stratification

with three rather than two variables was always more efficient. For method 5,

three variables were superior to two variables four out of six times.

Thus. for this data set 11 was better to use three variables rather than two

for stratification.
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Examination of trivariate stratification as the number of strata increased

well beyond 20 was not done due to the limited number of observations in the
pdata set. Intuitively, since variance reductions were substantial for bivariate

stratification when the number of strata was increased well beyond 20, variance

reductions should also be substantial for trivariate stratification as the

number of strata surpasses 20. Finally, since variance reductions should become

negligible for bivariate stratification before trivariate stratification as

the number of strata is increased, the benefits of trivariate stratification over

univariate or bivariate stratification should be greater as the number of

strata becomes very large. Therefore, much greater gains from trivariate

stratification may be realized than were stated in this report.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results indicated that substantial variance reductions can be produced

1n a multipurpose survey by using multivariate rather than univariate

stratification. Bivariate stratification was almost always more efficient

than univariate stratification, and trivariate stratification was always

superior to univariate stratification. In most instances, trivariate

stratification was more efficient than bivariate stratification. Results

also showed that for multivariate stratification more strata are needed than

1s generally considered adequate for univariate stratification.

Since the information used for stratification purposes in this study was

not historic data as is the case on the List Sampling Frame, it is recommended

that the merits of multivariate stratification in a multipurpose survey be

evaluated using historic stratification data. In January, 1980 a survey is

being conducted by the North Carolina SSO to provide county estimates for

crop acreages and livestock inventories. Since historic data is being used

- 19 -



for stratification purposes in this survey and since it is a multipurpose

survey it is recotmnended that multivariate stratification be investigated

using North Carolina's survey data. In addition to examining the cross-

classification approach to multivariate stratificatJon that was used in this

study, principal components analysis should also be investigated as an

approach to multivariate stratification .
.'
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Table A-I

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is harvested
acrea~e and the bivariate stratifiers are harvested acrea~e ~ cattle for the
5 methods of weighting.

METHOD METHOD I METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

4 2x2 .989 .988 1.005 .971 .992

6 2x3 .981 .979 1.006 .953 .990
3x2 .970 .964 .980 .949 .980

8 2x4 .966 .964 .996 .934 .978
4x2 .960 .952 .965 .939 .971

9 3x3 .958 .950 .972 .929 .974

10 2x5 .968 .968 1.004 .934 .977
5x2 .945 .935 .947 .924 .959

2x6 .960 .959 .997 .923 .972
12 3x4 .936 .927 .953 .902 .953

4x3 .930 .924 .943 .906 .954
6x2 .946 .935 .945 .925 .959

- -- -
f-- --

14 2x7 .960 .963 1.004 .925 .968
7x2 , .944 .933 .943 .923 .957

f----- ----
15 3x5 .928 .920 .951 I .893 .943

5x3 .919 .908 .924 .892 .936

2x8 1 .954 .9S6 .999 .916 .963
16 4x4 I .907 .894 .917 .874 .923

8x2 I .932 .921 .931 .912 .946
--

2x9 .952 .9')', .998 .914 .958
18 3xb .915 .911 .942 .882 .926

6x3 .909 .896 .911 .883 .926
9x2 .922 .911 .920 .902 .935

--
2xlO .941 .940 .984 .899 .956

20 4x5 .886 .873 .897 .850 .910
Sx4 .875 .859 .876 .844 .898

10x2 .912 .900 .909 .891 .930
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Table A-2

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is harvested
acreage and the bivariate stratifiers are harvested "acreage ~ hORS for the
5 methods of weighting.

:THOD METHOD ME
1 2

.960 .951 ·
-~-- -

.f154 .940 l· -
936 .922

-~--._.

.952 .937 l

.927 .912 (

.-.
- ---

.921 .900 ·
952 .936 l· -

,914 .897 (

-- ____ dol

----

..951 .933 ,.· .
915 .892 ,

..911
I

.888 l

910 .892 (

.9f-

.8Y

.8e
.>l7H .950.848

aD METHOD METHOD
4 5

---

4 .929 1.016

i .910 1. 029
, .901 .997'-I

--

3 .903 1. 039
) .894 .985-

. -

7 .875 1. 003

) .899 1.046
I .880 .977,~

---

, .894 1.052
.. .863 1.006

,~ .864 .986
'-I .876 .974

-
,.

! .892 1.054
u I .874 .970--4- - -
" .858 1.011

.850 .974

" .893 1.059,

.": .851 .985
.868 .962

9 .881 1. 049
11 .848 1.007
-, .836 .956;

) .864 .957n_

..' .872 1.052
3 .834 .985
~ .822 .963

jJ

T~
:1

94

.9":

.91

.862

- ,----
.. -- -~--

,913 .891 I

.896 .872 I
I
I
I

,952 .936 I

.901 .879
,901 .883

----
--.

,940 .923
.905 .801
.R79 .855 I

.896 .879 I
--
.933 .915
.887 .862
8~:8 .84 L7

.881

ill

10x2

STRATA DESIGN
---

4 2x2
--

6 2x3
3x2

8 2x4
4x2

9 3x3

10 2x5
5x2

2x6
12 3x4

4x3
6x2

---
-.-

14 2x7
7x2

-----

IS 3x5
Sx3

-----
'- -

2x8

I16 4x4
8x2

---..
-..-----

2x9
18 3x6

6x3
9x2

----
--

2x10
20 4xS

Sx4
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Table A-3

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is cattle and the
bivariate stratifiers are cattle ~ harvested a~rea£e for the 5 methods of
weighting.

METHOD I METHOD METHODMETHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

-- .-

4 2x2 . .926 .917 .898 .938 .934
- -

6 2x3 .905 .900 .862 .918 .920
3 ') .916 .903 .885 .922 .928x~

8 2y.4 .891 .873 .840 .906 .907
4x2 .897 .884 .867 .901 .914

9 3x3 .883 .863 .837 .890 .906
--

10 2x5 .875 .855 .820 .892 .894
5x2 .897 .885

I
.868 .902 .911

2x6 .874 .852 .814 .892 .891
12 3x4 .865 .842 .812 .874

I
.887

- 4xJ .8fi6 , .845 .821 .870 .886

I. 6x2 .887 I .874 .859 .890 .904
I

----- - --t- o.r 4- _n.

14 2x7 .866 I .843 .803 .884 .8H3
7 ') .881 .870 ! .855 .886 .893x~

.----- f---, .._-- - ..----- ..--+-~--- .. - --I .. ~
t' , !~ g54 .8515 .78

.854
9

.865

20

_ 16=~m ~~~J=2;~-tc;~J-=t-_~~~i
I

2x9 I .851 I .8::.8 I .787
3x6 .. 840 I .81' i .779

18 6x3 I .845 I .82~ I .805
9x2 .880 .86~ .853

-======t:=:::=====t=====--===+==-.:....-:: - 1-
2xlO .847 .824 I .783
4x5 .813 .'Id,· .;'54
5x4 .823 .799 .773

10x2 .874 .861 I .848
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.841

.882

.871
8" '1• .J",

.852

.883

.867

. 821

.827

.875

.874

.853

.890

.867

.858

.858

.888

.863

.844

.887



Table A-4

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate statifier is cattle and the
bivariate strat1fiers are cattle~ hogs for the 5 methods of weighting.

-

METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

-
I

4 2x2 ! .942 .929 .898 .919 .997
-

6 2x3 .936 .916 .9:!7 .904 1.009
3x2 .918 .901 .9l2 .889 .979

---
-

8 2x4 .929 .908 .920 .895 1.012
4x2 .896 .878 .891 .865 .958

--
9 3x3 .903 .879 .893 .865 .987

--
10 2x5 .927 .905 .918 .891 1.019

5x2 .896 .879 .893 .865 .958

2x6 .921 .897 .9] ] .883 1. 017
12 3x4 .898 .873 .889 .857 .987

4x3 .878 .854 .870 .837 .958
6x2 .885 .867 .881 .852 .949

- "
, . ---

14 2x7

~-

.916 .892 I .906 .876 1.015
7x2 .876 .859 W' f .843 .939' ,q.

- +=~-=~-~-:--
I

3x5

1
.883 .858 ! .87'4 I .841 .97615 I5x3 .868 .845 i . Pt,"j .827 .942

- .. ".- .
- - ." --

2x8 .912 .889 .90':' .873 1.010
I

16 4x4 I .870 .845 .8hJ .827 .955
8x2 ! .865 .849 .81) :' .832 .925

i--- -- - - --

2x9 i .912 .888 .<:<03 .873 1.011
I I

18 3x6 i .885 .858 J .87\
.841 .983

6x3 i .857 .\533 .851 .814 .935
9x2 i .869 .853 .868 .837 .925I

-+ -----t----
2x10 .903 .879 .895 .863 1.009

20 4x5 .841 .81 f: . S.?'- .795 .934
5x4 .861 .836 .8)7 .815 .947- 91910x2 .858 .842
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Table A-5

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is hogs and the
bivariate stratifiers are hogs ~ harvested acrea£e for the 5 methods of
weighting .

•0

METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

4 2x2 .900 .894 .875 .915 .892

6 2x3 .868 .858 .832 .885 .858
3x2 .885 .875 .856 .894 .885

8 2x4 .841 .829 .800 .859 .830
4x2 .864 .851 .835 .868 .875

9 3x3 .845 .827 .803 .852 .847

10 2x5 .838 .824 .790 .859 .821
5x2 .872 .860 .843 .877 .880

2x6 .828 .813 .778 .850 .812
12 3x4 .828 .810 .782 .839 .822

4x3 .832 .813 .790 .837 .839
6x2 .865 .851 .835 .868 .877

.--

14 2x7 .823 .807 .772 .845 .805
7x2 .861 .846 .831 .862 .874

;

--

IS 3x5 .814 .792 .763 .824 .811
5x3 .830 .8l0 .7R8 .832 .842.-=t ..---- T .8002x8 .817 .764 .839 .798

16 4x4 .817 .796 .770 .823 .817
aXL .864 .848 .833 .864 .879

-
2x9 .815 .799 .761 .838 .796

18 3x6 .800 .771 .746 .811 .796
6x3 .823 .800 .779 .823 .838
9x2 .855 .839 .824 .854 .873

.- -

2xlO .810 .793 .756 .833 .793

20 4x5 .798 .713 .745 .803 .803
5x4 .816 .793 .769 .819 .822

lOx2 .858 .842
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Table A-6

Bivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate Htratifier is ho~s and the
bivariate stratifiers are hORS !!:.2. cat tIe for the 5 methods of weill.htimt.

METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

4 2x2 .943 .940 .944 .937 .929
-,

6
2x3 .913 .909 .915 .903 .898
3x2 .931 .924 .930 .918 .926

8 2x4 .876 .870 .878 .861 .864
4x2 .908 .899 .908 .891 .913

-
9 3x3 .899 .889 .897 .880 .895

10 2x5 .887 .883 .892 .874 .863
5x2 .917 .909 .918 .900 .919

2x6 .871 .867 .876 .858 .851
12 3x4 .864 .853 .8SS .842 .859

4x3 .883 .873 .884 .862 .885
6x2 .907 .897 .906 .888 .912

-

14 2x7 .865 .862 .872 .851 .845
7x2 .905 .895 .905 .885 .913

15 3x5 .862 .852 .865 .838 .854
5x3 .877 .865 .876 .852 .885

-
----

2x8 .851 .847 .859 .834 .830
16 4x4 .856 .844 • 8~)7 .830 .857

8x2 .897 .888 .8910 .876 .907

2x9 .856 .852 .864 .840 .831
18 3x6 .844 .833 .84/ .817 .839

6x3 .871 .858 . 8 ~1 .844 .883
9x2 .897 .888 .8<;8 .877 .908

~-. --
2xl0 .849 .846 .859 .832 .827

20 4x5 .852 .841 .857 .824 .852
5x4 .832 .820 .837 .803 .840

10x2 .894 .884 .895 .872 .907
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Table A-7

r I V2 Iv for harvested acres x hogs for each method of weighting.g g g og -------

Strata Design Method Method Method Method Method
1 2 3 4 5

20 5x4 .623 .585 .579 .592 .709
21 7x3 .618 .580 .571 .590 .694
24 6x4 .611 .572 .564 .580 .696

8x3 .616 .579 .568 .589 .691
25 5x5 .616 .578 .573 .582 .709
28 7x4 '.600 .559 .551 .568 .685

30 6x5 .604 .566 .559 .572 .694
32 8x4 .598 .557 .548 .567 .681
35 7x5 .586 .547 .539 .554 .673
36 6x6 .587 .545 .537 .552 .679

9x4 .584 .542 .531 .552 .668

40 8x5 .584 .544 .536 .552 .670
10x4 .574 .532 .522 .543 .662

42 7x6 .567 .523 .514 .531 .661
45 9x5 .570 .530 .521 .539 .657
48 8x6 .563 .519 .510 .528 .655
49 7x7 .575 .533 .527 .539 .6b7- .. -- • u "-'---'-"- - -- ,~'~S26-u_ •

-- ~% ~649' -50 10x5 .557 .51/ .509
54 9x6 .561 .516 .507 .526 .652
56 8 7 .571 .530 .523 .537 .662,x.

--..-.-. --
60 10x6 .546 .501 .491 .511 .641
63 9x7 .560 .517 .509 .525 .651
64 8x8 .554 .512 .504 .519 .651

.
- -- .

70 10x7 .547 .504 .496 .513 .641
72 9x8 .553 .508 .500 : .516 .648

80 10x8 .538 .494 .485 .502 .638
81 9x9 .549 .503 .494 .511 .648

U' --- ~. -:62 590 10x9 .520 .477 .469 .484...

100 f-' - . +.. '--:"602-10x10 .495 .453 .448 .457
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Table A-8

Trivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is harvested
acreage and the trivariate stratifiers are harvested acrea2e. cattle ~
hogs for the 5 methods of weighting.

1

TH

9

o

-
OD METHOD METHOD

4 5
.

3 .857 .973
-.
..-

6 .819 .973
3 .825 .959
0 .824 .953
.

1 .798 .966
0 .792 .934
2 .802 .928
._-

0 .783 .948
3 .779 .940
<. .778 .918
-.

-

3 .778 .960
e .778 .922
~1 .766 .904

3

9

9

6

7

7

8

5

5

METHOD METHOD ME
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 :3

B 2x2x2 .910 .894 .9

12 2x2x3 .886 .861 .9
2x3x2 .886 .867 .9

3x2x2 .879 .856 .8
.

16 2x2x4 .869 .843 .8

2x4x2 .858 .839 .8

4x2x2 .856 .831 .8

18 2x3x3 .856 .830 .8
3x2x3 .845 .814 .8
3x3x2 .838 .814 .8

20 2x2x5 I .852 .824 .f:
2x5x2 1_ .845 .826 .8

5x2x2 . 791 i ~..,.821
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Table A-9

Trivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is cattle and
the trivariate stratifiers are harvested acreage. cattle.AWl.l1.2.&e for the
5 methods of weighting.

METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

8 2x2x2 " .845 .820 .812 .828 .910
.'

12 2x2x3 .819 .785 .780 .789 .904
2x3x2 .819 .791 .786 .795 .891
3x2x2 .812 .780 .766 .795 .886

16 2x2x4 .801 .765 .761 ,769 .893
2x4x2 .791 .762 .761 .763 .863
4x2x2 .789 .754 .736 .772 .858

;

18 2x3x3 .791 .754 .752 .75'7 .879
3x2x3 .781 .741 .729 .753 .871
3x3x2 .774 .740 .730 .751 .851

20 2x2x5 .791 .754 .752 .756 .890
2x5x2 .785 .756 .756 .756 .855
5x2x2 .763 .724 .70{; .74{; .839
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Table A-IO

Trivariate measure of efficacy when the univariate stratifier is hORS and the
trivariate stratifiers are harvested acreaRe. cattle ~~ for the 5 methods
of weighting.

METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
STRATA DESIGN 1 2 3 4 5

.•.-

8 2x2x2 .826 .812 .801 .824 .820

12 2x2x3 .806 .785 .776 .794 .8U
2x3x2 .807 .791 .781 .800 .799
3x2x2 .800 .780 .762 .800 .795

16 2x2x4 .788 .763 .756 .772 .802
2x4x2 .778 .760 .755 .765 .775
4x2x2 .776 .752 .731 .775 .770

18 2x3x3 .779 .754 .748 .760 .789
3x2x3 .769 .740 .725 .756 .782
3x3x2 .762 .740 .726 .754 .764

20 2x2x5 .783 .758 .752 .764 .801
2x5x2 .777 .760 .757 .764 .770
Sx2x2 .755 .728 .70E .752 .755
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